This cartoon is typical of alarmist propaganda…the truth however is hard for environmentalists to
bear…

Emissions in Canada are Falling
The next time someone is complaining about air pollution in Canada increasing, it may be
worthwhile to direct them to these facts:

You’ll note the only pollutant which has not substantially fallen since 1990 is NH3, ammonia.
Why? Because, as shown on the chart below, NH3 emissions are primarily an agricultural
byproduct and fluctuate with agricultural output.

So, maybe the cartoon should look like this:

Acid Rain?
Take a look at the dramatic drop in SO4 since 1970:

Transportation Emissions?
Take a look at the drop in transportation emissions, and note the number of kilometers traveled
have increased over the same time.

Oil Sands?
The latest alarming report about air pollution was regarding elevated PAH (polycyclic Aromatic
Hydrocarbons) the oil sands. But, when you look at the facts, it becomes significantly less
alarming. Inconvenient facts environmentalists tend to not admit. Given the graph below (from the
study which was reported), and the fact that PAH’s are emitted by cars, trucks, and farming, I
would wager St. Mary Lake has a greater PAH level than the ONE lake in the report which shows
levels insignificantly above the control Lake Namur.

(See full write up http://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/01/11/canadian-oil-sands-pollute-nearby-lakesreport-is-blow-to-keystone-pipeline-or-not/ )
Yes, unfortunately for environmentalists it seems, Canada’s air quality is improving.
Why? Primarily because the standard of living we enjoy allows us to the luxury to improve our air
quality. When China’s standard of living starts to approach ours, I predict you will see similar
improvements in air quality there. That is a proven trend around the world. Improve the standard
of living and air quality improves.
Oh yeah…and the dead bird shown due to pollution, say oil spills? Give your head another shake.

Instead of using a dead bird as a sympathy card, why not take action within your control and
remove the windows in your house if you want to make a real difference in avian life expectancy.

“Windows No More” Movement?

Or I guess you could protest high tension lines by getting your Smart Meter removed and live off
the grid hunting feral cats for food. Just so many opportunities for making the world a better place
through non-participation in 21st Century living.

